The Mueller Investigation diverted, bamboozled, and stupefied people into waiting passively...

The Trump/Pence Regime Is More Dangerous Than Ever
It Must Be Driven From Power By Sustained Mass Protest By the People

MASS PROTEST
Friday, March 29 at 5pm
Trump Star, Hollywood and Highland, 6859 Hollywood Blvd. LA 90028
The long awaited Mueller Investigation resulted in no indictments of the highest level officials of the Trump/
Pence regime and a summary of the report stated that there was no collusion with Russia. This has unleashed
the Trump/Pence Regime to go on a full throttle fascist offensive demanding investigations of their opponents,
calling for resignations and blacklisting by the media. They are escalating their full program against the people
on every front. And, Trump is giving a full out fascist rally in Michigan on Thursday.
The stark reality is that in the wake of the no indictment Mueller report, The Trump/Pence Regime is More
Dangerous Than Ever.
And, what of the opposition? Demobilized. Disoriented. Or, worse, told by the Democratic Party leadership to
move on to bread and butter issues. And, yes, they are saying the full report should be released, which it
should be. But absent serious protest from below – from the people – this will not happen, and even more
important the whole fascist juggernaut will barrel ahead. That is why everyone who sees the need to stop this
regime and what it is doing to the people and planet needs to come into the streets on Friday, March 29th.
For two years, people have been diverted, bamboozled, and stupefied by the Democratic Party leadership,
Rachel Maddow and MSNBC, CNN, the NY Times, LA Times, and others into passively waiting for the Mueller
investigation to stop the Trump/Pence Regime. The anger of millions has been corralled, domesticated, and
diverted away from massively resisting the totality of the danger posed by the Trump/Pence Regime.
The time of waiting for a savior, of relying on the regular workings of the system – voting in Democrats who will
not mobilize the people to act in our own interests, must be over. Waiting for 2020 is frankly absurd given the
danger posed. Trump’s 'Make America Great Again' is a 21st century fascist program of Manifest Destiny –
'America First' – wrapped in the flag and Mike Pence’s Bible taken literally, with a program of white
supremacy, misogyny, and xenophobia. And they are unleashed. Steve Bannon, Trump's former chief strategist
is urging Trump to go “full animal” and “bludgeon” his opponents. And Trump recently raised the specter of
extralegal violence by the military, the police, and others fascists against any serious opposition to his regime.
The time is now to take to the streets, to sound the alarm and get organized. March 29th. 5PM. Hollywood and
Highland at the Trump Star. Be there.

In the Name of Humanity, We REFUSE to Accept A Fascist America!
This Nightmare Must End: The Trump/Pence Regime Must Go!
RefuseFascism.org is a movement of people coming from diverse perspectives, united in our recognition that the Trump/Pence
Regime poses a catastrophic danger to humanity and the planet, and that it is our responsibility to drive them from power through
non-violent protests that grow every day until our demand is met.

Refuse Fascism Mass Meeting Sunday, March 29 at 3pm ~ location TBA ~ call 323-946-1742
RefuseFascism.org

@RefuseFascism

